Game Theory Presentation Groups, Topics, and Dates:

[As of 3-12-2019]

**Group #1:** Lawn, Anthony; Tran, Brandon; VanHorn, Kevin

**Group #2:** Gridhar, Jiten; Vandanapu, Nikhil; Voncha, Vamshider Reddy

**Topic:** Impossibility Theorems and Social Choice

**Group #3:** Haque, Wasif; Kulkarni, Sanket; Prabhune, Neha

**Group #4:** Parrot, Paul; Sridhar, Srikrishna

**Topic:** Exchange Mechanisms and Stable Matching

**Group #5:** Anwer, Salman; Wang, Seong Ioi

**Group #6:** Ganesh, Shobhana; Jones, Rhiannon; Vittal, Angad

**Group #7:** Kintz, Kimberly; Mavili, Pranav; Sobhi, Arman

**Group #8:** Gupta, Mughda; Khan, Humza

**Topic:** Bayesian, Evolutionary, and Markov Equilibrium

**Group #9:** Colombe, Connor; Von Bose, Veronica

There five of you who are not in any group. You need to join some group – we can not have more groups.